
I-083-001

Comment noted.

 

I-083-002

Your comment about replacing the pontoons is noted, and as presented

for all the alternatives considered in the DEIS, the SDEIS, and with the

Preferred Alternative, the pontoons are being replaced. The Preferred

Alternative recommended by WSDOT and FHWA is a design resulting

from years of community input and consideration, and has been

determined to meet the long established project purpose and need by

moving people and goods safely and more effectively through the SR

520 corridor.

 

I-083-003

Section 2.4 in the Final EIS explains why initial implementation of light

rail transit on SR 520 is not planned. The decision to locate Sound

Transit’s initial east-west light rail transit corridor on I-90 rather than SR

520 has been made through extensive regional deliberation (see Table

2-2 of the Final EIS).

The SR 520 High-Capacity Transit Plan, which was endorsed in 2008 by

the state, King County Metro Transit, and Sound Transit, found that until

at least 2030, demand for transit in the 520 corridor could be satisfied by

bus rapid transit that runs in HOV/transit lanes—complementing Sound

Transit’s East Link on I-90. At the same time, the plan acknowledges that

after 2030 significant increases in cross-lake travel may warrant

dedicated HCT facilities in both I-90 and SR 520. Therefore, the new SR

520 bridge and associated interchanges will be built in a way that allows

the structure to accommodate a two-way light rail line or busway at a

future date.

While WSDOT believed that the design of the SR 520, I-5 to Medina

project already accommodated potential future light rail, the agency
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worked with the City of Seattle and Sound Transit to identify changes

that would enhance the corridor’s rail compatibility. The Preferred

Alternative reflects these design changes and allows for two potential

future rail options (see Chapter 2 of the Final EIS). Under the SR 520

High Capacity Transit Plan, Sound Transit would study the demand and

necessity of light rail later in this decade. For more information, please

see the SR 520 High Capacity Transit Plan at

http://www.wsdot.wa.gov/Projects/SR520Bridge/Library/technical.htm.
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